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Abstract

The development of sustainable transport systems has experienced great improvements in the last 15 years. As a result, electric vehicles, namely hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and all-electric or battery electric vehicles (BEVs), are slowly starting to coexist with regular internal combustion vehicles around the world. The complex powering structure of automotive electric systems can be described as a distributed multi-converter architecture. In pursuit of performance, constant-power behavior of tightly regulated downstream converters has raised as an important challenge in terms of system stability and controllability.

The first part of this work presents the theory and experimental validation of the unstable behavior introduced by constant-power loads (CPLs) in power converters, more precisely in a Buck+Boost cascade converter as the battery charge/discharge unit. Open-loop instability with CPLs is studied in asynchronous and synchronous operating modes identifying this latter as a highly destructive scenario that creates undesirable unbounded oscillatory behavior.

The second part of this work presents the derivation of the Circular Switching Surfaces (CSS) and the implementation of the CSS-based control technique for CPL stabilization. The analysis shows that the constant-power load trajectories and the proposed CSS present a wide, stable operating area and near-optimal transient response. Furthermore, impedance analysis of the converter in close-loop control shows advantageous reduced output source impedance. This extremely high dynamic capability prevents the use of bulky DC capacitors for bus stabilization, and allows the implementation of metal-film capacitors, which have reliability advantages over commonly employed electrolytic capacitors, as well as reduced ESR to improve system efficiency. Beyond the improved stabilization properties of the
proposed CCS-based controller, a comparison with traditional compensated linear controller and non-linear SMC highlights significant improvements in terms of dynamic response for sudden CPL changes. The analysis in this thesis is done in a normalized converter to provide generality to the results and is valid for any power rating. Simulation and experimental results are provided to validate the work.

The last part of this thesis work presents the design, construction, and testing of a high-power 3-phase converter. This platform is intended for electric motor driving and is able to manage 20kW of power flow and above, making it suitable for high power traction system development. The platform features an Intelligent Power Module (IPM) to provide with flexibility allowing for changing the power module according to the requirements of the development. Testing of the platform was done in a 0.5HP AC induction motor drive controlled with Voltz-per-Hertz control technique. The integration of the BCDU and the high-power 3-phase motor drive platform conform a high-power bidirectional motor drive platform for the development and testing of control techniques for energy management in EV.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Increasing concern for the environment, as well as rise in the fossil-fuel prices have pushed societies to seek alternative means of transportation to reduce oil dependence and diminish air pollution. As a result, the development of a sustainable transport system has experienced great improvements in the last 15 years. Electric vehicles (EVs), namely hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and all-electric or battery-electric vehicles (BEVs), are slowly starting to coexist with regular internal combustion vehicles around the world [3–5].

EVs present several alternatives for the implementation of the propulsion system. Besides using more than one energy source for propulsion, HEVs combine an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) with an electric motor in a parallel or series architecture to improve fuel efficiency and lower emissions compared to regular ICE vehicles. In BEVs, the traction system relies solely on electric motors, eliminating any emission generation. For this reason, BEVs are usually called zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs). A purely EV presents the following characteristics:

- No exhaust pollutant emissions.
- High level of efficiency.
- Reduced maintenance for battery and electric motor systems.
- Virtually zero maintenance required for the associated electronics.
- No oil changes and cleaner operation.
1.1. Motivation

Figure 1.1: Simplified block diagram of the power structure of a BEV.

Longer brake lifetime with regenerative and dynamic braking.

Minimized noise pollution.

BEVs have reported efficiency levels as high as 90% while conventional vehicles (CVs) is 35% at best, making the former the ultimate solution to create a green and sustainable transport system. The reason for the fast growth of HEVs is their profitability for the industry and affordability for consumers, allowing their introduction to the automotive market. HEVs can be thought of as an intermediate stage between CVs and BEVs (purely EVs).

Driven by advances in power electronics, which have allowed the development of power converters with high levels of efficiency and reliability, the power structure of electric vehicles has clearly evolved to a power electronics’s intensive solution, relying almost exclusively on the electric implementation for automotive subsystems. In advanced automotive structures, besides the electric propulsion system, several electrical subsystems are used for control, safety and comfort in the vehicle. The relatively complex power structure of automotive
1.2 Literature Review

electric systems can be described as a distributed multi-converter scheme including DC as well as AC subsystems [6, 7]. A simplified block diagram of the distributed system of a BEV is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 where the main DC bus feeds the electric motor drive and downstream converters, which power different automotive electric subsystems.

To provide energy from the source to the electric system, a smart and efficient interface is required to achieve reliable and high-quality power flow. Depending on the characteristics of the energy source and the requirements of the DC link, a particular DC-DC converter is required to perform the voltage conversion ratio. Moreover, in advanced systems the interface, denominated Battery Charge/Discharge Unit (BCDU), provides the means for recovering energy from the traction system to the energy storage (regenerative braking) through bidirectionality in the converter, highly improving energy usage.

1.2 Literature Review

As an emerging trend currently in development, different technologies and approaches can be found for the design, implementation and control of BEVs, all achieving particular advantages and breakthroughs in performance.

As was shown before, the power structure of EV systems has become complex in its implementation and it will continue to expand to include new features. The high complexity of the system combined with the latest advances in power electronics have created important challenges in terms of system design and controllability, where high-performance controllers are required not only to increase efficiency and competitiveness, but to provide reliable operation with dynamic stability.

The following literature review identifies the state-of-the-art technology for power flow management in EV systems, focusing on the electric power train and battery interface. In addition, it presents a complete review on the research done on the existence and behavior of constant-power loads (CPLs), and on the current techniques developed for CPL stabilization.
1.2. Literature Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Battery type</th>
<th>Energy [kWh]</th>
<th>Nominal Voltage [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla Model S</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Focus</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota Prius</td>
<td>Ni-MH</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>201.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda Insight</td>
<td>Ni-MH</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>100.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: EVs energy storage system characteristics

in automotive systems.

1.2.1 Battery Charge/Discharge Units

EVs are propelled using bidirectional DC-DC converters as BCDU to interface energy storage systems, such as batteries, with the main DC bus [8]. These converters are suitable for controlling power flow in motoring and regenerative braking operation to improve the overall system efficiency and travel range. Two battery technologies predominate in the EV market and are shown in Table 1.1. However, Ni-MH most likely be displaced by Li-Ion in the upcoming generation of EVs as, besides presenting higher energy and power density and reducing total weight (critical parameter for EV application) than Ni-MH, Li-Ion has become more reliable [9].

The nominal DC-link voltage is in the range of 400V to adapt to the power requirements of the propulsion system [10], and is typically higher than the energy storage voltage, thus step-up operation is required to obtain the DC-link voltage level [11]. However, in cases where the nominal battery output voltage—which depends mainly on the number of cells stacked and presents an approximate variation of (+15%, −30%)—overlaps with the DC-link voltage required, step-down operation is necessary as well [12]. The Buck+Boost cascade converter depicted in the lower part of Fig. 1.2 is capable of performing step-down and step-up operations and presents enhanced properties such as increased performance and efficiency in comparison to other bidirectional DC-DC converters [13–16].
1.2. Literature Review

Battery Charge/Discharge Unit

Bidirectional DC/DC Converter

Main HV DC Bus

Bidirectional DC/DC Converter

Normalizing Parameters

\[ V_{cc} \]

\[ Z_o = \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}} \]

\[ \omega_o = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}} \]

Normalized Variables

\[ v_{xn} = \frac{v_x}{V_{cc}} \]

\[ i_{xn} = \frac{i_x}{I_{ref}} = \frac{i_x}{V_{cc}}Z_o \]

\[ \omega_n = \frac{\omega}{\omega_o} \]

Figure 1.2: Implementation of the BCDU.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Motor type</th>
<th>Power [kW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honda Insight</td>
<td>HEV (parallel hybrid)</td>
<td>BLDC</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota Prius</td>
<td>HEV (series-parallel hybrid)</td>
<td>BLDC</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Fortwo</td>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>BLDC</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf</td>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>BLDC</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Focus</td>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>BLDC</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>AC induction</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla Model S</td>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>AC induction</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Electric motor implementation and main parameters

1.2.2 CPL in EV Systems

The idea behind more-electric vehicles (MEVs) is to evolve from mechanic and/or hydraulic subsystems to replace them with an electric implementation in order to improve system efficiency and reliability. As a consequence, electric auxiliary systems in EVs have expanded from basic lighting and heating systems to more complex ones including electric steering, dynamic and regenerative braking, active suspension for ride-height control, to mention a few. For these subsystems, power electronics perform ON/OFF switching as well as transforming power form and level. Overall power requirements for EVs auxiliary systems is estimated to increase to more than 3kW in the next few years [12].

The traction system in BEVs, on the other hand, consists of a high-power 3-phase DC/AC inverter that draws DC power from the batteries and delivers AC power to the electric motor, which converts the electrical energy into mechanical energy. For vehicle controllability, a speed/torque control strategy is implemented and controlled with the throttle pedal. Table 1.2 specifies the type of electric machine employed in the most popular EVs in the market of the last 2 years. Power rating is also specified for the traction system, identifying the level of power required by the DC/AC inverter from the batteries. For purely electric EVs, power rating generally exceeds the 50kW. An HEV motor might require reduced power, depending on the topology of the propulsion system.

As depicted in Fig. 1.1, the BCDU delivers power to the traction system and the auxiliary systems. High-efficiency high-bandwidth power converters fed by the main bus create unique
1.2. Literature Review

Figure 1.3: Linearization of the CPL characteristic curve (a) allows to model the load as a negative incremental resistor (b) identifying the unstable nature of the load.

upstream dynamic characteristics which have been the subject of study over the past few years. Under tight-speed regulation with constant torque-load relationship, the motor drive exhibits constant power (CP) behavior at the input of the DC bus [17, 18]. A similar situation occurs in downstream converters under tight regulation [19–23]. As shown in Fig. 1.3, the dynamic behavior of CPLs is equivalent to a dynamic negative resistance which, under certain conditions, can produce instability in the DC bus and consequently, in the system [19]. As it is deduced with the linearized model of the CPL, the instability effect is directly proportional to the CP level, hence major concern is focused on the traction system CP behavior in relation to the power levels required for the vehicle’s motion. On the other hand, according to the assessment of the limitations of practical CPLs in real world application which have been studied in [20], practical bandwidth limitations play a fundamental role in CP behavior. In this work, an ideal (infinite bandwidth) CPL model is employed in the analysis to account for the worst-case scenario.
1.2.3 CPL Stabilization Methods

Passive stabilization methods have been developed to stabilize the open-loop converter. RC and RL networks were introduced at the resonance frequency of the filter in the converter, increasing the overall damping of the system \([20, 21]\). Although the method is simple, the addition of elements to the filter reduces efficiency and negatively impacts size and cost. Active stabilization methods were presented in \([22–24]\), which avoid the introduction of additional components. Nevertheless, while these techniques stabilize the open-loop system, a feedback controller is still required to achieve system regulation.

Beyond traditional linear controllers, which rely on a linearization process that limits the validity of the controllers to a small area around the operating point, the analysis developed in \([25–27]\) demonstrates the potential of non-linear techniques to address CPL instability. Boundary controllers have been widely studied and have proven to be robust with large-signal validity \([28]\). Furthermore, with the correct switching surface selection, remarkable improvements can be made in terms of efficiency and dynamic response \([29, 30]\).

1.3 Contribution of the Work

CPL behavior of tightly-regulated converters is a common scenario in high-performance automotive developments and is still a major concern for the design and implementation of stable and reliable power systems. An additional challenge is optimizing the packing of the complex electromechanical system with the associated power electronics.

The simplest approach consists of adjusting the converter filtering parameters to achieve a stable operating converter, but this penalizes size and cost. Although many techniques have been developed in the past few years to stabilize CP-loaded converters, there is still no unique solution that ensures safe operation under all operating conditions.

This work proposes a simple and practical non-linear control, implementing Circular Switching Surfaces (CSS) to address CPL instability in cascaded DC-DC converters used
1.3. Contribution of the Work

Figure 1.4: The CSS-based closed-loop control implemented in a Buck+Boost cascade converter as BCDU not only to provides high stabilization capabilities for CPL operation, but also remarkably improves performance during transients with respect to recently-proposed linear and non-linear controls.

in electric vehicle power systems as depicted in Fig. 1.4(a). The analysis of switching surfaces goes beyond typical applications with resistive loading studied in [30, 31], as well as undamped systems with constant-current loading studied in [32–34]. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1.4(b), the control technique proposed provides a solution to constant power loading conditions while achieving outstanding dynamic response in comparison to recently proposed control strategies.

Bulky DC-link capacitance employed to provide system stability can be reduced given the improved large-signal stability achieved by the switching surfaces proposed in this work, highly reducing size and, ultimately, the cost. Furthermore, the proposed switching sur-
faces would allow electrolytic-type capacitors to be replaced by metal-film type capacitors, increasing the reliability of the system [35–39].

It is important to note that the work is developed in a normalized domain depicted in Fig. 1.2, which allows for the extrapolation of the results obtained to any converter, regardless of voltage and current ratings and filter parameters, and ensuring high-performance operation.

Successful development of automotive-oriented power systems requires extensive design and testing stages in order to accomplish reliable and high-performance operation. For this reason, a test bench is fundamental to emulate different working conditions and to validate complete system stability and performance. Through this thesis work, a scaled high-power BCDU and a flexible motor-drive platform were developed to conform an EV power platform. These were used for the experimental validation of the present work.

1.4 Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 develops the concept of CPL and the instability effect introduced in power converters. As was determined through the literature review, analysis and experimental results are carried out in a Buck+Boost cascade converter as the BCDU, topology that allows for consideration of any possible configuration regarding energy storage characteristics and DC link requirements. Instability scenarios are analyzed with a linearized Buck+Boost converter loaded with CPL. A more detailed and accurate stability criteria is derived by accounting for inductor resistive losses as well as capacitor ESR, which is normally neglected. Proof of concept is attained with experimental results on a 1kW Buck+Boost cascade converter loaded with a fast current load externally controlled to behave as a CPL. Open-loop instability with CPL was studied in asynchronous and synchronous operating modes, identifying the latter as the worst operating condition.

In Chapter 3, the CSS are initially derived and later employed to define the CSS-based
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closed-loop control strategy. Stabilization characteristics are analyzed with clarity in the state plane, addressing the operational characteristics for start-up and sudden CPL changes. Time domain simulations are also included. Previous work proposed for CPL stabilization are compared with the proposed technique to establish a benchmark and assess the performance improvements obtained. For the validation of the control technique proposed, several test results are presented. All results were obtained on a 1kW Buck+Boost cascade converter.

Chapter 4 presents the design, building and testing of a flexible high-power motor drive platform for EV applications. The platform operates with an Intelligent Power Module (IPM) from Powerex to manage power flow. The board designed to interface the power module integrates voltage, current and temperature measurements, and allows connection with several IPM modules giving the flexibility to adapt the power module according to the requirements. Testing of the platform was done in a 0.5HP AC induction motor drive controlled with Voltz-per-Hertz control technique.

Lastly, Chapter 5 presents a summary, remarking on the major outcomes of the work completed within the thesis and outlining future ideas for work.
Chapter 2

Constant-Power Load Instability in
BCDU: Theory and Validation

2.1 BCDU Implementation

The Buck+Boost cascade converter, shown in Fig. 2.1, is a bidirectional topology obtained by cascading a Buck with a Boost converter, allowing independent step-down or step-up operation. The different structures of the converter are depicted in Fig. 2.2. In discharge operation (power flow from energy storage to the main DC bus), step-down conversion is obtained by switching between structures I and II. For a step-up operation, structures II and III are employed. The behavior for the converter with CPL is described through the following set of differential equations:

\[
L \frac{di_L}{dt} = u_1 v_{cc} - u_2 v_o \\
C \frac{dv_o}{dt} = u_2 i_L - i_o
\]  

In (2.1), \( u \) represents the state of the switches: \( u_1 = 1 \) for switches \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), ON and OFF, respectively, and \( u_2 = 1 \) for switches \( S_3 \) and \( S_4 \), OFF and ON, respectively.

2.2 Normalized Buck+Boost Cascade Converter

In order to give generality to the development, the converter is normalized, eliminating dependence on converter voltages, currents and power ratings, as well as filter characteristics:
2.2. Normalized Buck+Boost Cascade Converter

The normalization procedure makes use of the following base parameters: the input voltage $v_{cc}$, characteristic impedance of the combined $L$ and $C$ values $Z_o = \sqrt{L/C}$, and the natural resonance period $\omega_0 = 1/\sqrt{LC}$. The subindex $n$ is used to indicate normalized variables. Normalizing (2.1) yields the following:

\[
v_{xn} = \frac{v_x}{V_{cc}} ; \quad i_{xn} = \frac{i_x}{I_{ref}} = \frac{i_x}{V_{cc}} Z_o ; \quad \omega_n = \frac{\omega}{\omega_0}
\]
2.2. Normalized Buck+Boost Cascade Converter

(a) Structure I

(b) Structure II

(c) Structure III

Figure 2.2: Normalized Buck+Boost cascade converter structures (a) \( S_2 = S_3 = ON \), (b) \( S_1 = S_3 = ON \) and (c) \( S_1 = S_4 = ON \).

\[
\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{di_{Ln}}{dt} = u_1 \ v_{ccn} - u_2 \ v_{on} \\
\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{dv_{on}}{dt} = u_2 \ i_{Ln} - i_{on}
\]
2.3 CPL Linear Analysis and Open-loop Instability

The presence of CPLs in power converters introduces unique dynamics into the system that are not present with typical resistive or constant current loads, and which generate open-loop instability in the converter. An ideal CPL can be modeled as (2.3) where, for a given operating point \((V_{on}, I_{on})\), the product of the load voltage and current is kept constant \((P_{on,const} = V_{on}I_{on})\) and the instantaneous value of the load impedance is positive \((R_{on} = V_{on}/I_{on})\). A linear approximation is obtained by deriving (2.3) in the small area around \((V_{on}, I_{on})\), yielding the linear equivalent incremental impedance \(R_{eqn}\). As shown in (2.4), \(R_{eqn}\) at the given operating point, or at any other, is negative. The linearized CPL model is (2.5).

\[
i_{on} = \frac{P_{on}}{v_{on}} \quad (2.3) \\
\frac{di_{on}}{dv_{on}} = -\frac{P_{on}}{v_{on}^2} = -\frac{1}{R_{eqn}} \quad (2.4)
\]

\[
i_{on,lin} = 2\frac{P_{on}}{V_{on}} - \frac{P_{on}}{V_{on}^2}v_{on} = 2I_{on} - \frac{1}{R_{eqn}}v_{on} \quad (2.5)
\]

A cascade converter in step-down operation mode is illustrated in Fig. 2.3(a) with nor-
malized inductor and capacitor parasitic resistances included in the model. By considering the converter loaded with a CPL, and by using the linearized model (2.5), small-signal analysis for the input-to-output transfer function yields the following denormalized result:

\[
\frac{\dot{v}_o(s)}{\dot{v}_{cc}(s)} = \frac{R_{eq}}{R_{eq} - R_c} \frac{s^2 LC + s}{R_c - R_{eq}} + \frac{1}{s}\left[\frac{L}{R_c - R_{eq}} + C\left(\frac{R_L + \frac{R_{eq} R_c}{R_{eq} - R_c}}{R_L - \frac{R_{eq} R_c}{R_{eq} - R_c}}\right)\right] + \frac{R_L - R_{eq}}{R_c - R_{eq}} \tag{2.6}
\]

Analyzing the roots of the characteristic equation in (2.6), it can be seen that the negative equivalent impedance of the CPL produces a shift in the system’s poles which may be displaced to the right-half plane, depending on the filter parameters, making the system open-loop unstable. For a high-efficiency converter, the losses \(R_L\) and \(R_c\) should remain minimal. Thus, stability of the converter relies on oversizing the output capacitance to comply with the following:

\[
\frac{L}{|R_c - R_{eq}|} < C\left(\frac{R_L + \frac{R_{eq} R_c}{R_{eq} - R_c}}{R_{eq} - R_c}\right) \tag{2.7}
\]

Previous criteria is overly conservative and, as a sufficient condition, it ensures stable operation of the open-loop converter.

### 2.4 Experimental Results

A scaled 1kW Buck+Boost cascade converter was implemented in hardware with the parameters indicated in Table I. A fast dynamic CPL with a bandwidth of approximately 25kHz was implemented as part of the test bench. A picture of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.4. For a nominal output power of \(P_o = 1kW\) and for the filter parameters indicated, the linear stability analysis (2.7) for traditional controllers indicates that the system is highly unstable.
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Figure 2.4: Cascade converter experimental setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>$920\mu F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{L-ESR}$</td>
<td>$0.29\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$20\mu F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{C(ESR)}$</td>
<td>$9m\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_o$</td>
<td>$90V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{cc}$</td>
<td>$50V - 200V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{o(max)}$</td>
<td>$1kW$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Platform parameters
2.4. Experimental Results

Fig. 2.5(b) and 2.6(b) show the experimental results of the cascade converter operating in open loop in asynchronous and synchronous mode, respectively. Switching frequency is set to a fixed value of $f_{sw} = 20kHz$ and duty cycle $D = 0.75$. Operation starts with resistive load $R_{on}$, and at $t = 3.2ms$, the load switches to CP. As expected, the negative incremental impedance has a negative impact on the stability of the system, producing oscillations at the resonance frequency at the output of the converter. With asynchronous operation (Fig. 2.5(a)), the load dynamics produce an increase in the energy stored by the reactive elements cycle after cycle, increasing the oscillations until the converter enters discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). At this point, the inductor current cannot invert the direction, and remains discharged while the capacitor continues to discharge. This process limits the energy stored in the reactive elements, and the operation quasi-stabilizes after $t \approx 19.2ms$ in a limit cycling which can be observed in the geometric domain.

On the other hand, when switched to synchronous operation (Fig. 2.6(a)), inductor current is allowed to reverse direction. The same loading process is applied, and in this case, the energy in the reactive elements rises without boundaries, increasing the oscillations until the system is shut down using a protection at $t \approx 21ms$. This unbounded and destructive behavior is a major concern that will be addressed by the proposed switching surfaces in the following chapter.

Besides the criteria for stable operation derived previously, the combination of CP as well as regular resistive loads in the power system mitigates CP instability. However, the overall system stability should not rely on the existence of such resistive loads. Practical CPL models differ from (2.4) mainly due to bandwidth limitations of real converters/inverters acting as loads. In current applications (2014), the bandwidth of the CPLs can range from a few Hz to up to few kHz (power supplies connected to the DC Link). This work adopts the worst-case operating scenario of very large CPL bandwidth. If stability and high performance is achieved for the theoretical high bandwidth CPL, then in real world applications, safe operation and rapid response is guaranteed.
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Figure 2.5: Bounded oscillatory response is obtained for the open-loop cascade converter in asynchronous step-down operation when load is switched from CR to CP.
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This chapter presented the theory and validation of the unstable behavior introduced by CPL in power converters. The concept was analyzed in a Buck+Boost cascade converter as a BCDU that enables step-up and step-down operation, covering a wide range of possible
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Unstable behavior

Unbounded oscillatory behavior

System shutdown

Figure 2.6: Unbounded oscillatory response is obtained for the open-loop cascade converter in synchronous step-down operation when load is switched from CR to CP.

scenarios, depending on the energy source voltage level and the requirements of the DC link. A normalizing procedure was applied to the converter which was used to generalize the outcomes of the work. To determine instability behavior of the converter loaded with CPL, the load was subject to a linearization process, allowing for computation of the input-to-
output transfer function. Filter parasitic resistances were included in the model, since they play a vital role in system efficiency as well as system stability. With pole-locus analysis a general criteria was obtained to determine the behavior of the converter in open-loop.

The experimental platform was designed with reduced output capacitance, allowing for the use of metal-film caps highly recommended for system reliability. Using the criteria derived for stability, the converter loaded with a CPL of $P_o(\text{max}) = 1kW$ was clearly identified as an unstable system. Open-loop instability with CPL was studied in asynchronous and synchronous operating modes, identifying different behaviors. As could be observed in the experimental results, this last operating mode caused the oscillations of the state variables to grow without boundaries, creating a highly destructive operating scenario that required shutdown action for protection.
Chapter 3

High Performance CSS-Based Control for CPL Stabilization

3.1 CSS-Based Control Strategy

This section presents the derivation of the Circular Switching Surfaces (CSS) which are later employed to define the closed-loop control law for both operating modes.

3.1.1 CSS Derivation

To derive the switching surfaces, the normalized differential system (2.2) is solved to obtain the converter’s circular trajectories for all three of its structures depicted in Fig. 2.2. The differential equations of the system, repeated in (3.1), are combined and solved, obtaining the time domain solutions (3.2) and (3.3).

\[
\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{di_{Ln}}{dt_n} = u_1 v_{ccn} - u_2 v_{on}
\]

(3.1)

\[
\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{dv_{on}}{dt_n} = u_2 i_{Ln} - i_{on}
\]

\[
v_{on} = \left[ v_{on}(0) - \frac{u_1}{u_2} v_{ccn} \right] \cos(2\pi t_n) + \left[ u_2 i_{Ln}(0) - i_{on} \right] \sin(2\pi t_n) + \frac{u_1}{u_2} v_{ccn}
\]

(3.2)

\[
i_{Ln} = \left[ i_{Ln}(0) - \frac{1}{u_2} i_{on} \right] \cos(2\pi t_n) + \left[ u_1 v_{on}(0) - u_2 v_{ccn} \right] \sin(2\pi t_n) + \frac{1}{u_2} i_{on}
\]

(3.3)
3.1. CSS-Based Control Strategy

Figure 3.1: Buck+Boost cascade converter trajectories in its three structures describe circumferences in the state plane.

Combining (3.2) and (3.3), time is eliminated, resulting in the generalized trajectory equation (3.4):

\[ \lambda : (v_{on} - \frac{u_1}{u_2} v_{ccn})^2 + (u_2 i_{Ln} - i_{on})^2 - [v_{on}(0) - \frac{u_1}{u_2} v_{ccn}]^2 - [u_2 i_{Ln}(0) - i_{on}]^2 = 0 \]  

(3.4)

Replacing the parameters \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \), the trajectories corresponding to each of the structures depicted in Fig. 2.2 are obtained and shown in (3.5) to (3.7).

\[ \lambda_1 : v_{on}^2 + (i_{Ln} - i_{on})^2 - v_{on}^2(0) - [i_{Ln}(0) - i_{on}]^2 = 0 \]  

(3.5)

\[ \lambda_2 : (v_{on} - v_{ccn})^2 + (i_{Ln} - i_{on})^2 - [v_{on}(0) - v_{ccn}]^2 - [i_{Ln}(0) - i_{on}]^2 = 0 \]  

(3.6)

\[ \lambda_3 : \left( \frac{v_{ccn}}{i_{on}} \right) v_{on} + i_{Ln} - \left( i_{Ln}(0) + \frac{v_{on}(0)}{i_{on}} v_{ccn} \right) = 0 \]  

(3.7)
These trajectories can be rewritten in the following form:

\[
\lambda : (x - C_x)^2 + (y - C_y)^2 - r_o^2 = 0
\]  

(3.8)

where the center of the circumferences is displaced by \(v_{ccn}\) and \(i_{on}\), and the radius \(r_o\) depends on the operating point values \(v_{on}(0)\) and \(i_{Ln}(0)\). To facilitate visualization, the trajectories \(\lambda_1\) to \(\lambda_3\) are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for a particular set of parameters \((v_{on}(0), i_{Ln}(0))\). The direction of the rotational speed \(\omega_{on}\) is indicated by a set of arrows on each trajectory. \(\lambda_3\) is considered a particular case of a circumference in which the center shifts \((C_x, C_y) \rightarrow (\infty, \infty)\) approaching a straight line in the state plane.

### 3.1.2 Closed-Loop Control Law Definition

The trajectories \(\lambda_1\) to \(\lambda_3\), defined in the previous section, are employed to define the control law based on the operating point and the intersection of the converter’s switching surfaces. For this task, some parameters need to be defined. \(v_{ccn} = 1\), given that the normalization is done with \(v_{cc}\). \(v_{on}(0)\) taking values in an interval \((a < v_{on,target} < b)\), depending on the battery SOC. The boundaries \(a\) and \(b\) are given by the maximum and minimum operating values of the energy storage system. The parameter \(i_{Ln}(0)\) is matched with the targeted inductor current \((i_{Ln,target})\) for each operating mode. For step-down operation, since structure I and II are used, \(i_{Ln,target} = i_{on}\). For step-up, structures II and III are used, hence \(i_{Ln}\) is equal to the input current of the converter and related to the output current \(i_{on}\) as \(i_{Ln,target} = i_{on}/(1 - D)\) with \(D = 1 - v_{ccn}/v_{on,target}\). Having all the required parameters defined, the control law is presented for each operating mode.

For step-down operation, \(u_2 = 1\) and the control law derived is as follows:

- **Case I**: \((i_{Ln} > i_{on})\)
  - if \((\sigma_1 > 0)\) then \(u_1 = 0\), else \(u_1 = 1\)

- **Case II**: \((i_{Ln} < i_{on})\)
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Figure 3.2: For closed-loop operation, switching surfaces $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$ are employed for step-down operation, while $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$ are used for step-up operation.
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if \((\sigma_2 > 0)\) then \(u_1 = 1\), else \(u_1 = 0\)

where

\[
\sigma_1: v_{on}^2 + (i_{Ln} - i_{on})^2 - V_{on,target}^2
\]

(3.9)

\[
\sigma_2: (v_{on} - v_{ccn})^2 + (i_{Ln} - i_{on})^2 - (V_{on,target} - 1)^2
\]

(3.10)

In step-up operation, \(u_1 = 1\) and the control law is defined as follows:

Case I: \((i_{Ln} > i_{on}/(1 - D))\)

if \((\sigma_2 > 0)\) then \(u_2 = 1\), else \(u_2 = 0\)

Case II: \((i_{Ln} < i_{on}/(1 - D))\)

if \((\sigma_3 < 0)\) then \(u_2 = 0\), else \(u_2 = 1\)

where

\[
\sigma_2: (v_{on} - v_{ccn})^2 + (i_{Ln} - i_{on})^2 - (V_{on,target} - 1)^2 - (i_{on} V_{on,target} - i_{on})^2
\]

(3.11)

\[
\sigma_3: \left(\frac{1}{i_{on}}\right)v_{on} + i_{Ln} - \left(V_{on,target} \frac{i_{on}}{i_{on}} + \frac{V_{on,target}}{i_{on}}\right)
\]

(3.12)

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the control laws with the CSS established, showing the two areas of operation which are determined based on the dynamic value \(v_{on}\) with respect to \(v_{ccn}\).

To understand the operation and gain insight into the behavior of the CSS-based control strategy proposed, Fig. 3.3 presents the analysis of the CSS with the converter trajectories loaded with CPL for each structure depicted in Fig. 2.2. The points A shown in the subfigures correspond to different initial conditions (ICs) for which the CSS have a sufficiently small error regarding the CPL trajectory, ensuring that the target can be achieved by switching to the corresponding structure indicated as \(\lambda_{x,target}\). This condition is satisfied for all ICs that are in the region between the curve \(P_{on}\) and a certain limit, which is determined by the maximum output voltage ripple, e.g. 2\%. Thus, when the CSS represented as \(\lambda_{x,target}\) within
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Figure 3.3: The CSS-based control strategy is conceptually analyzed in the state plane with the CPL trajectories. For the converter in its three structures, a wide operating area is identified for stable operation and optimal transient response.
the given region is selected, the trajectories evolve until the condition $v_{on} \pm 2\%$, achieving steady state.

For points B outside the region where the CSS trajectory matched the target CPL trajectory, the circles that describe the target CSS trajectory now match different CPL trajectories that intersect the $p_{on}$ line at a $v_{on}$ value which can be either higher or lower than $v_{on} = V_{on, target}$ (Point A in Fig. 3.3). However, it can be demonstrated that the operating point is always able to return to the convergence area by switching to the proper structure as is indicated conceptually in Fig. 3.3 for the different cases. Consequently, once point A is reached, the structure is switched according to the operating mode, reaching again the target CSS trajectory that allows the operating point to arrive at the desired target. Although extra switching actions are required, the operating region is extended.

### 3.2 Closed-Loop Operation and Performance Assessment

The CSS were implemented in simulation for the Buck+Boost cascade converter for start-up and CP loading transients. Results are shown in Fig. 3.4(a) and (b) for step-down and step-up operation, respectively.

In the first case, the converter is initially driven from $\$1$ to the target point with no load $\$3$. With the switches configured as in structure II, the operating point moves along $\lambda_2$. When it reaches the switching surface $\sigma_1(p_{on}=0) \$2$, the converter switches to structure I, achieving steady-state in two switching actions in minimum time. At instant $t_n = 1$, a CPL of $P_{on} = 0.15$ is applied and the new target point moves to $\$5$. According to the CSS, the converter switches again to structure II until it reaches the switching surface $\sigma_1(p_{on}=0.15)$, where the control now switches back to structure I. The operating point is directed towards the target, where it achieves steady state. The same start-up and loading process is done for step-up operation and shown in Fig. 3.4(b). In this case, the controller uses structures
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Figure 3.4: Closed-loop operation using the CSS for (a) step-down and (b) step-up operation. The controller addresses time-optimal start-up and stable operation with near-optimal transient response for sudden load changes.

II and III to drive the operating point towards the target with CPL of $P_{on} = 0.2$. These results show the stabilizing capabilities and enhanced transient responses for the CSS with sudden load changes in both operating modes.

Important advantages in terms of performance and switching actions are obtained when driving the operating point towards the target point through near-optimal trajectories. A comparison between the closed-loop control implementing the CSS with linear compensated control and sliding-mode control (SMC) is shown in Fig. 3.5 Time domain and state-plane
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results for the proposed closed-loop control based on the CSS shows an important time-recovery improvement with reduced switching actions when compared with linear compensated control and SMC.

plots show start-up and sudden load change transient performance for the three control techniques. The linear controller was implemented in a compensated converter with the
traditional approach, by analyzing root locus and frequency response for the design of the feedback loop. Analyzing the response of the converter to a sudden CPL change, it is observed that the converter achieves stability after 2.32 normalized time units. SMC is an interesting alternative control for stabilizing and controlling CPL systems. For this controller, a transient of 1.15 normalized time units is obtained for the same load change. With the CSS-based control, the recovery time shown for the same CPL step is 0.34 normalized time units, representing an improvement of 3.4 times with respect to SMC and of 6.8 times with respect to the linear controller. Analyzing the switching actions (in the state-plane plot) required by each technique to arrive at the new target point after the sudden CPL change, it is observed that the proposed controller implements only two switching actions, while for the other two techniques, the number is extremely large.

3.3 Stability and Limits of Operation

Several approaches can be found in literature to analyze the stabilization capabilities of the proposed control technique. Middlebrook’s criterion [40], derived from the impedance ratio analysis in filtered switching power converters has been found quite conservative. Nevertheless, combined with gain- and phase-margin criteria, this analysis can deliver good insight into the stabilization characteristics of the controlled converter.

Power converters applied to traction systems might have limited response capabilities to ensure smooth operation, especially in vehicle applications. On the other hand, cascaded converters such as step-down converters for powering low-power loads present increased bandwidth. Fig 3.6 shows the output impedance \( Z_{\text{source}} \) of the cascade converter in closed-loop operation overlapped with the input impedance \( Z_{\text{load}} \) of two CPL cases. One case considers a high-bandwidth CPL which was employed for the experimental section, while the other one has limited dynamic bandwidth, approaching a more realistic case.

Impedance ratio criterion requires \( Z_{\text{source}} \ll Z_{\text{load}} \), which in practice can be extended
to $-6dB$ difference to ensure stable operation. In this condition, a phase margin of 50 is acceptable for stability. As shown in the Bode plot in Fig 3.6, CPLs exhibit a negative impedance characteristic $Z_{\text{load(high BW)}}$ and $Z_{\text{load(low BW)}}$. In the case of the high-bandwidth CPL, this behavior is maintained up to a frequency of $25kHz$, at which point the gain starts to increase, reducing the instability effects. Variation on the phase also indicates that the behavior is no longer pure CP. For the limited bandwidth CPL, the bandwidth goes down to $1kHz$. The cascade converter loaded with $P_o(\text{max}) = 1kW$, on the other hand, presents a desirable reduced output impedance for a wide bandwidth, enough to ensure steady-state operation in both CPL cases.

In terms of transient response, the analysis and results presented in the previous section are extended to different operating points along the CP curve, as well as implemented with different CPL steps to characterize the behavior of the proposed controller. Fig. 3.7 presents the simulation results for the Buck+Boost cascade converter in step-down and step-up operating mode for a family of CPL steps. Under the operating conditions indicated in the figure, successive CPLs are applied in steps of $\Delta P_{\text{on}} = 0.05$. Curves obtained for the simulation indicate that the controller is able to stabilize CPL steps of up to $P_{\text{on}} = 0.25$ for both operating modes, exhibiting less than 5% overshoot. These results define an improved dynamic performance over an important set of working conditions, making the technique widely applicable for CPL stabilization and loading transient control.

The sensitivity of the control technique regarding filter parameter drifting and tolerances was also examined. Different scenarios were established for the normalization procedure applied in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, focusing on the filter characteristic impedance $Z_o = \sqrt{L/C}$. The worst case occurs when the value of L or C increases while the remaining parameter equally decreases. The filter parameters were subject to a variation of 10%. The effect of such variations is a transformation in the switching surfaces, which become elliptical rather than circular. Simulations were developed for the different cases so that the response variations could be analyzed. The distortion of the switching surfaces affected the evolution of
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Figure 3.6: Impedance analysis results for the structure (a) shown in (b) reveal a highly reduced $Z_{source}$ for the cascade converter compared with the $Z_{load}$ of the CPLs, confirming the stabilization capabilities of the proposed control technique.

the operating point during a sudden load change and showed less than 5% overshoot compared with the ideal case under the same operating conditions. Regarding steady state, the variations observed were negligible. Moreover, by applying precise calibration, the distortion effect due to parameter variation can be minimized.
Figure 3.7: Transient response for a family of CPL steps in (a) step-down and (b) step-up operation shows transient response improvements for several loading conditions.
3.4 Experimental Results

Experimental tests were done in the platform described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, which was designed with a 20$\mu$F metal-film output capacitor. This reduced output capacitance leads to open-loop unstable behavior.

Open-loop instability produced by the CPL was shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, where the converter was operating in step-down mode at a fixed switching frequency and constant duty-cycle. The load is initially resistive, dissipating $P_o = 250W$. The response at the output of the converter after switching to CPL at $t_1 = 3.2ms$ exhibits oscillatory behavior at the resonance frequency $f_o = 1.15kHz$. Synchronous operation (Fig. 2.6) was identified as the worst case operating condition, since oscillation grew without boundaries. For protection, output voltage and current thresholds are set to shut down the power stage to avoid a catastrophic failure. If asynchronous switching were to be implemented, operation would be restricted to the first quadrant, thus enabling operation in DCM. In this case, instability effects are reduced by preventing inductor current $i_{Ln}$ from reversing direction and forcing the trajectory to follow the normalized output voltage axis as shown in Fig. 2.5.

To stabilize the open-loop converter, a 1.1$mF$ electrolytic capacitor would be required. Besides the increased capacitance, this type of technology presents an ESR approximately 10 times larger than the ESR of the metal-film type employed, which has significant impact on the filter losses. Additional advantages are the extended lifetime for reliable operation and reduced volume and mass. A detailed comparison is provided in Table 3.1.

The proposed CSS was implemented in order to control the unbounded behavior and obtain predictable, stable operation. Experimental results for the converter operating under the CSS-based control strategy are shown in Figs. 3.8 to 3.11. In all cases, the experimental results closely resembled the simulation results.

Stabilization of the system under CPL load is shown in Fig. 3.8, where the converter is loaded with a $P_o = 400W$ CPL. In the first half of the oscilloscope capture, the converter is operating in open loop and exhibits bounded oscillation. The demonstration of the unstable
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>Film (MKP1848620704P4)</th>
<th>Electrolytic (CGS112T500V4L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance</td>
<td>20µF</td>
<td>1100µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_C(ESR)$</td>
<td>9mΩ</td>
<td>92mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>43.00mm x 21.50mm</td>
<td>50.80mm (ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>36.6mm$^3$</td>
<td>238.1mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>36g</td>
<td>250g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime (@ 85°)</td>
<td>100,000hs</td>
<td>2,000hs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (qty 50) (2014)</td>
<td>$11.20</td>
<td>$85.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Output capacitor comparison

behavior is done in asynchronous mode to limit the amplitude of these oscillations. In the second half of the oscilloscope capture, the proposed CSS strategy is enabled, resulting in stable operation. Note that the controller only performs two switching actions (structures I and II) to drive the operating point towards the target point where it remains stable.

In Fig. 3.9, the converter’s stability is further tested by loading the converter with $P_o(max) = 1kW$. The converter exhibits stable operation with a switching frequency of $f_{sw} = 8KHz$, which is accomplished by employing an hysteresis band in the CSS control laws to obtain the desired ripple. As for frequency shifting, a narrow variation is observed in steady-state operation. If necessary, this variation can be further mitigated by adjusting the hysteresis band control in the CSS or forcing PWM triggering with precision timers.

Experimental results for transient response to sudden CPL change were shown in Fig. 3.10 for step-down and step-up operating modes. State-plane plots on the right-hand side of each experimental capture expose the evolution of the operating point through near optimal trajectories, from no-load steady state to a 500W CP loading condition. Unloading to a no-load condition for both cases yielded the same results in terms of transient recovery.

Further experimental results to evaluate the predicted transient response are shown in Figs. 3.11(a) and (b), where a family sudden CPL step changes is applied to the converter. In Fig. 3.11(a), the cascade converter is operating in step-down mode with $V_o/V_{cc} = 0.75$. At 90V, the CPL step-ups are applied. In each case the control strategy responds by changing
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Figure 3.8: Experimental results for output stability obtained for the converter loaded with 400W CPL when operation is switched from open loop to closed loop with CCS.

Figure 3.9: Experimental results for the cascade converter loaded with 1kW CPL in closed-loop step-down operation.

the converter structures according to the CSS control law, achieving fast recovery to steady-state. The results exhibit an output voltage overshoot of less than 5% for CPLs up to
$P_o(max) = 500W$ as was predicted in section VI. Fig. 3.11(b) shows near-optimal response for a sudden CPL load change with negligible overshoot for the cascade converter operating at $V_o/V_{cc} = 1.25$ (step-up operation).
3.4. Experimental Results

Figure 3.10: Experimental results for the 1kW platform in (a) step-down and (b) step-up operation for a 500W CPL loading and unloading transients show the near-optimal operation with the CSS control strategy.
3.4. Experimental Results

Figure 3.11: Experimental results for the 1kW platform in (a) step-down and (b) step-up operation for several CPL steps show improved dynamic output response with minimum overshoot.
3.5 Summary

This chapter presented the derivation and implementation of the CSS-based control technique for CPL stabilization. Closed-loop operation was analyzed with a simulation and validated through experimental results in the scaled 1kW Buck+Boost cascade converter. Operation of the proposed control technique was conceptually analyzed in the state plane, comparing the CSS and the CPL trajectories of the converter in its three structures and identifying a wide operating area for stable operation and optimal transient response.

Impedance analysis of the converter showed reduced output source impedance, indicating extremely high dynamic capabilities and avoiding the use of bulky DC capacitors for bus stabilization. This allows for the usage of metal-film capacitors, which have reliability advantages over commonly employed electrolytic capacitors as well as reduced ESR, improving system efficiency.

Besides the stabilization characteristics of the controller proposed, comparison with a traditional compensated linear controller and a non-linear SMC showed significant improvements in terms of dynamic response for sudden CPL changes.

The analysis was done in a normalized converter, allowing the results to be extrapolate to any platform by denormalization according to the specifications and requirements of a given converter.
Chapter 4

Development of High-Power Motor Drive Platform for Electric Vehicles

Effective motor drive control for vehicle propulsion requires implementation of elaborated controlled power structures to manage power flow in an accurate and reliable manner. For motor drive operation, DC energy is delivered to the electric motor through a 3-phase inverter structure controlled by a speed/torque control. A precise control is required to ensure smooth operation of the motor. Meanwhile, during regeneration process, mechanical energy stored in the electric motor is converted to electrical energy and returned to the electric system. Effective energy management is required to ensure safe operation and avoid high DC voltage levels in the bus.

In terms of efficiency, it would be desirable to recover and store the total mechanical energy available from the drive train in the batteries for later usage. However, given the energy storage capability, if the battery state-of-charge (SOC) is high, energy has to be managed in another way. Dynamic Braking uses a high-power shunt regulator across the DC bus to dissipate the extra energy, resisting rotation, and decreasing motor speed.

4.1 System Requirements

In order to achieve comprehensive and accurate bidirectional power flow control, a high-power motor drive platform is required. The following are the key characteristics and capabilities achieved in the power stage designed:
4.2 Platform Description

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the high-power motor drive platform.

- Multipurpose and flexible platform, allowing for adaptation to different needs in terms of motor driving, measurements and sensor connectivity.

- Hardware robustness able to withstand mechanical stress and EMI.

- Capable of handling 20kW of peak power flow within a 400VDC system.

- The power stage must be able to operate at a switching frequency of \( f_{sw} = 10kHz \) with an output frequency of \( f_o = 400Hz \).

- 3-phase voltage and current measurements.

- Temperature sensing.

4.2 Platform Description

Figure [4.1] presents the block diagram of the Power Drive Platform.

4.2.1 Power Module

The Power stage is designed to work with Intelligent Power Modules (IPM) from Powerex. The heart of the power platform is the Powerex IPM PM300RL1A060, which is an isolated-
base module designed for power switching applications operating at frequencies of up to $f_{sw} = 20kHz$. Voltage and current rating of the chosen power module exceed power handling requirements, allowing for future application in higher power motor driving.

The IPM 7-pack structure is shown in Fig. 4.2 and consists of a 3-phase inverter complemented with a chopper structure for dynamic braking.

7-pack module features:

- Embedded Gate Drive Circuit.
- Protection Logic with Fault-Operation output signal.
- Short-Circuit detection (SCD).
- Over-Temperature Detection (OTD) using On-Chip Temperature Sensing.
- Under-Voltage Detection (UVD).
- Low losses level.

The advantages presented by this module are the built-in control circuits which provide optimal gate drive for the switches, improving overall performance in terms of efficiency and protection for the IGBTs and free-wheeling diodes. The combined integrated structure inverter + chopper allows for full control in most motor drive applications.
4.2. Platform Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collector-Emitter Voltage ((V_{ce}))</td>
<td>(600V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage ((V_{ce(sat)}))</td>
<td>(1.75V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector Current ((I_c))</td>
<td>(300A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Collector Current ((I_{cp}))</td>
<td>(600A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode Forward Voltage ((V_{f}))</td>
<td>(1.7V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM Input Frequency ((f_{sw}))</td>
<td>(20kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector Dissipation ((PC))</td>
<td>(833W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IGBT Brake Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collector-Emitter Voltage ((V_{ce}))</td>
<td>(600V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector Current ((I_c))</td>
<td>(150A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Collector Current ((I_{cp}))</td>
<td>(300A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode Forward Voltage ((I_{f}))</td>
<td>(150A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM Input Frequency ((f_{sw}))</td>
<td>(20kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector Dissipation ((PC))</td>
<td>(520W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of flexibility, several 6-pack and 7-pack IPM modules with different power rates and the same hardware connection interface are available which can be interchanged and connected to the power board.

Table 4.2.1 presents the main characteristics of the IPM:

4.2.2 Interface Design

To drive the IPM, isolated power sources need to be supplied to each of the gate drive circuits. 3 independent 1.5W DC-DC converters (VLA106_24151) are used to supply the 3 top switches in the inverter. The 4 bottom switches, including the brake chopper, share common ground, which allows for the use of a single 4.5W DC-DC converter (VLA106_24154). VLA606-01R is an interface module for IPM driving which contains isolation optocouplers. A differential line receiver is used in the power driver to convert the differential signals sent from the digital control into single-end signals. An inverting buffer is placed to fix the logic of the circuits and to provide the level of current needed to correctly drive the optodrivers.

- Current measurement: for current measurement the LEM HASS-100S was selected, which provides a primary current measurement range of 300A. In a 3-phase system with
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oper.volt.</td>
<td>230V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amps_{NL}</td>
<td>0.9A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{o(max)}</td>
<td>0.25Hp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freq.</td>
<td>0 – 60Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max speed</td>
<td>5400RPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: AC motor parameters

a floating neutral point only 2-phase currents would be required to be sensed. For safety issues, 3-phase current measurements are set, providing redundancy to the system which allows for the detection of unbalanced and/or faulty operating conditions. Current in the brake switch is also measured to aid in the control of the dynamic braking.

- Voltage measurement: resistive voltage divider for 3-phase and bus voltage was implemented on the power board. This is a cost effective solution which allows voltage measurement in the inverter, providing the proper analog stage in the control board for filtering and signal scaling.

- Temperature measurement: the system has two temperature measurement points. The first is embedded in the power module and is used for the internal protection circuitry. To enable temperature monitoring in the control board, a second sensor based on a LM35 is placed in the heat-sink plate. Signal from the sensor is sent to the control board for temperature tracing.

The interface board was designed in Altium Designer and the 3D render is shown in 4.3.

4.2.3 Open-Loop Test

Testing of the high-power platform was done by implementing a scalar Volts-per-Hertz control [41]. This technique provides variable speed control of an AC machine with a simple implementation in open-loop mode. The essence of the technique, which is briefly described below, lies in the regulation of the input phase voltage according to the operating rotating frequency so that the voltage-to-frequency ratio is kept constant. In this way flux linkage is
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Figure 4.3: 3D design of the IPM interface board.

maintained, avoiding saturation.

If the mechanical system is externally loaded, and does not exceed the nominal torque, the angular speed can be calculated from the supply voltage frequency:

\[ \omega_s = \frac{2\pi f_s}{p} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

With \( p = \text{num.ofpoles} \) The RMS value of the induced voltage \( E_{f,ph} \) is given by the following:


4.2. Platform Description

\[ E_{f,ph} = \sqrt{2\pi f_s N_s k_w} \phi \] (4.2)

If the stator resistance is small enough to be neglected, then the stator phase voltage \( V_{s,ph} \) is equal to the induced voltage \( E_{f,ph} \), and the flux linkage can be approximated as follows:

\[ \phi = \frac{V_{s,ph}}{\sqrt{2\pi f_s N_s k_w}} = k \frac{V_{s,ph}}{f_s} \] (4.3)

The control technique was implemented in C28x Delfino MCU to control the AC motor whose characteristics are depicted in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.5 shows the 3-phase current fed to the motor with no load running at 60 Hz \( \frac{120}{4 \text{ poles}} = 1800 \text{ RPM} \) during the platform test. The power platform operated satisfactorily over the tests developed, confirming the interface design.
4.3 Summary

This chapter presented the design, construction and testing of the 3-phase high-power platform for electric motor driving. The platform operates with an Intelligent Power Module (IPM) from Powerex to manage power flow. The board designed to interface with the power module integrates voltage, current and temperature measurements and connects with several IPMs modules, giving flexibility to adapt the power module according to the development. Testing of the platform was done in a 0.25HP AC induction motor drive controlled with Voltz-per-Hertz control technique and satisfactory results were obtained.

To provide position/speed sensing a resolver interface was designed composed of a high-current driver to excite the rotor coil and two analog stages for the quadrature stator signals.

Figure 4.5: Experimental results show the 3-phase stator currents for the 0.25HP AC induction motor with no load running at the nominal speed of 1800RPM.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

This thesis investigated the unstable effect of constant power loads in power converters and proposed the implementation of the Circular Switching Surfaces (CSS) for controlling the BCDU in electric vehicle systems in order to mitigate instability behavior.

CPL dynamics were investigated in a Buck+Boost cascade converter further implemented as the BCDU, interfacing with the energy storage and the HV DC link. Asynchronous and synchronous operating modes were investigated, identifying this last as the worst case operating condition, where oscillations grow without boundaries. As was shown with simulation as well as experimental results, the simple and practical geometric technique presented a solution for the challenging combination of high-bandwidth CPL and this unbounded oscillation due to synchronous operation of the converter, and yielded large-signal stability and enhanced dynamic transient response over a wide range of operating conditions required by the targeted application.

Comparison with state-of-the-art linear and non-linear controllers showed a transient recovery improvement of up to 3.4 times and a considerable reduction in switching actions, thereby improving efficiency. The control laws based on the CSS were derived from a normalized converter, generalizing the application. Furthermore, the analysis led to a theoretical framework in which predictable transient performance can be achieved.

The application of this control technique enables a reduction in the size of the bulky DC-link capacitance usually employed to stabilize the main bus. This allows the usage of
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metal-film capacitors, which have reliability advantages over commonly employed electrolytic capacitors as well as reduced ESR, improving system efficiency. Reduction of the capacitance is very important as well since it allows for reductions in size, weight and finally the cost of the final implementation.

Experimental results were developed in a scaled 1kW Buck+Boost cascade converter to validate the concepts described and the application of the CCS for CPL transient rejection and steady-state operation.

The contributions of this thesis are supported by publication in IEEE APEC 2014 [1] and it is currently submitted under review with minor changes to IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics [2].

5.2 Future Work

BCDU are bidirectional power converters providing power flow to the traction system and recovering energy to the batteries through regenerative braking. The work developed in this thesis covered the motoring operation of the BCDU in which energy is delivered from the batteries to the traction systems and to the rest of the EV power system. To control the energy recovered from the electric motor to the battery set, a different control strategy is required that will shape the input current to the battery according to the SOC. The regenerative operation needs to be combined with dynamic braking due to the limitation in the amount of energy that can be stored in the batteries.

During this thesis work a high-power BCDU and motor drive platform were designed and constructed and requires integration to conform a high-power bidirectional motor drive platform for the development and testing of control techniques for energy management in EVs. This would allow to develop high performance control algorithms to achieve comprehensive regenerative braking as well as precision control of electric torque of the drive train.
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